TOWN OF GRAND CHUTE

ORDINANCE, SERIES OF O-03-2020

ORDINANCE AMENDING CHAPTER 515, VEHICLES AND TRAFFIC

Ordinance amending Section 515-4 Parking, stopping and standing regulated
Town of Grand Chute Municipal Code

BE IT ORDAINED, by the Town Board of Supervisors, Town of Grand Chute as follows:

Section 515-4 A. be amended as follows:

(9) On both sides of Gillett Street from Little Ranch Road southerly to Hiawatha Drive. Intentionally Omitted.

(24) On the north side of W Champion Drive from N McCarthy Road to a point 115 feet east of N McCarthy Road.

(25) On the south side of W Champion Drive from N McCarthy Road to N Silverspring Drive.

(26) On the west side of N Silverspring Drive from CTH GV to W Champion Drive.

(27) On the east side of N Silverspring Drive from CTH GV to 115 feet north of CTH GV.

(28) On both sides of W Woodman Drive from N Westhill Boulevard to N Bluemound Drive.

(29) On both sides of N McCarthy Road from CTH CA to W Capitol Drive.

(30) On both sides of W Spring Hollow Drive from N Windsong Lane to N Longwood Lane except for a 5 minute loading zone on school days from 7:30 am to 4:30 pm on the north side of W Spring Hollow Drive from 200 feet west of N Windsong Lane to N Longwood Lane.

(31) On both sides of N Gillett Street from a point 175 feet north and south of Interstate 41 and on both sides of N Gillett Street from W Capitol Drive to 300 feet north.

(32) On the east side of N Perkins Street from the township limits to 350 feet north.

(33) On the west side of N Rexford Street from W Wisconsin Avenue to W Randall Street.

(34) On the north side of W Randall Street from N Rexford Street to 75 feet east.

If any provision of this ordinance is determined to be invalid or unconstitutional, or if the application of any provision of this subsection to any person or circumstance is invalid or unconstitutional, such invalidity or unconstitutionality shall not affect the above provisions or applications of this ordinance which can be given effect without the invalid or unconstitutional provision or its application.
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